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Abstract: Inert gas distribution has a great influence on the inerting effect, especially for the multiple-
bay fuel tank. In order to find out the optimal scheme, an optimization method based on the
entropy-weight improvement TOPSIS method is proposed, and an experimental system of inert gas
distribution is established to measure the speed index and uniformity index. The results show that
the position of the inlet and outlet has a significant effect on the overall inerting effect. The inerting
scheme designed by the entropy-weight improvement TOPSIS method can not only reduce the flow
demand of inert gas but also make the oxygen distribution more uniform. The optimization inerting
scheme of the Boeing 747 aircraft has improved the average speed index by 3.01% and the average
uniformity index by 26.18%. The smoke visualization experiment also showed that the scheme
designed by the entropy-weight improvement TOPSIS method has the denser white smoke, which
means that the scheme has better performance.

Keywords: inerting system; TOPSIS method; ventilation mode; optimization scheme

1. Introduction

Fire and explosion of aircraft fuel tanks is one of the major causes of catastrophic
accidents [1]. Extensive development and analysis have shown that fuel tank inerting
technology is an effective way to prevent fuel tank fires and explosions and enhances the
survivability of an aircraft [2]. Fuel tank inerting technology refers to maintaining the
ullage oxygen content below the limiting oxygen concentration (LOC), which does not
support combustion; traditionally, the LOC is 9% or 12% for different aircraft [3]. Through
development efforts, the onboard inert gas generation system (OBIGGS) has become the
most effective way to reduce the oxygen concentration, by producing nitrogen enriched air
(NEA) [4].

There are three key technologies in the design of OBIGGS: the air bleed and pretreat-
ment system, air separation system, and inert gas distribution system. The main function
of the air bleed and pretreatment system is to control the engine bleed at a suitable pressure
and temperature range and remove harmful gases such as ozone [5]. The air separation
system is mainly used for oxygen and nitrogen separation; the relatively mature technolo-
gies are the hollow fiber membrane technology and molecular sieve technology [6]. The
inert gas distribution method refers to adjusting the schemes of vent ports and distributing
NEA flow to achieve the purpose of vastly reducing the oxygen concentration in the fuel
tank ullage [7].

The efficient distribution scheme of inert gas is critical for OBIGGS. It would be advan-
tageous to inert the relatively irregular shape of the fuel tank with less venting systems and,
as far as possible, to reduce cost and to simplify the system. In order to find out the best
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scheme of the inert gas distribution of the Boeing 747SP, Cavage et al. established an engi-
neering model for multiple-bay inerting, and full-scale fuel tank inert testing was adopted
to verify the model. Feng et al. [8] established an ullage washing model of the B737 center
wing tank and numerical analysis of two distribution schemes so that the non-uniform
distribution could achieve the best inerting effect with the least amount of NEA. Burns
et al. [9] conducted a flight test on the B747 central wing tank and measured the oxygen
concentration of different bays; on this basis, the concept of “worst compartment” was
defined to improve the inert gas distribution scheme. Wu et al. [10] established the inerting
model of the multiple-bay fuel tank by using the computational fluid dynamics (CFD)
method and compared different distribution schemes. In the research studies concerning
distribution schemes, most are evaluated based on the average oxygen concentration.

However, due to space and function limitations, aircraft fuel tanks are usually designed
in irregular shapes [11]. The existing evaluation system lacks the metric for assessing
uniformity characteristics, so it cannot solve the problems of nonuniform distribution and
insufficient inerting, especially on irregular multiple-bay fuel tanks [8]. Modern military
inerting systems use a complex venting system to ensure a relatively uniform distribution
of inert gas. Harris et al. [12] gave the definition of “hot spots” to describe the uniformity
characteristics of fuel tank inerting, and a CFD model was established to identify “hot spots”
oxygen distribution. The FAA conducted an inerting test on the A320 center wing tank,
and eight gas sample ports were instrumented in the tank at different locations; the results
showed that the maximum difference of oxygen concentration is more than 6%. In fact, the
metric of average oxygen concentration can only represent the speed of inerting. For the
purpose of scheme optimization, it is necessary to introduce the metric of uniformity into
the evaluation system and establish a new optimization method.

The design of the inerting scheme is essentially an optimal solution process. The tech-
nique for order of preference by similarity to ideal solution (TOPSIS) is part of the analytical
multi-criteria decision-making technique and has been widely used in the engineering
field. Tavana et al. [13] adopted three different variations of TOPSIS including conventional,
adjusted, and modified TOPSIS methods to determine the priority of manned space mission
simulators, and all three TOPSIS methods arrived at the same solution. Chauhan et al. [14]
evaluated the best performance of the impinging air jet released by the heat transfer surface
in a rectangular channel with different indexes using an updated TOPSIS theory based on
entropy weight. Kumar et al. [15] evaluated the optimal fuel combination in all internal
combustion engine and pure diesel fuel mixtures using the enhanced TOPSIS theory based
on entropy weight. Indeed, the modified TOPSIS approach is a multi-index comprehensive
evaluation method based on entropy weight [16,17]. Because each assessment index has a
different weight in the system, the weight of each index can be calculated scientifically and
rationally and applied to the comprehensive evaluation of the best scheme.

In light of this, this work proposes an optimization method for irregular tank inerting
systems based on the entropy-weight improvement TOPSIS method. The experimental
platform for the fuel tank inerting system is established, and the smoke visualization exper-
iment is utilized to validate the theoretical analysis. Finally, the various inerting schemes
for the Boeing 747 CWT are compared by using the comprehensive evaluation method.

2. Optimization Method

The oxygen concentration in the fuel tank bay is in a gradient distribution, which
means that the inerting scheme involving mixed nitrogen-rich gas should be evaluated
according to the decrease rate of average oxygen concentration and the gradient of oxygen
distribution. Therefore, it is necessary to define the velocity index and uniformity index. In
this paper, the velocity index is defined as the time when the oxygen content in the fuel
tank bay drops to 9%. Its evaluation process is consistent with the standard evaluation
method [18,19]. The uniformity index can be calculated by the standard deviation of oxygen
concentration in each compartment of the fuel tank. The standard deviation reflects the
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dispersion of oxygen concentration. The more uniform the oxygen distribution is, the lower
the standard deviation [20], which can be obtained by Equations (1) and (2):

σ =

√√√√ 1
N

N

∑
i=1

(
hi − h

)2
(1)

h =
h1v + h2v + · · · hNv

V
(2)

where N is the sample size; hN is the sample value; h is the mean value of samples; v is the
volume of the discrete element; V is the space volume.

The final evaluation results of the inerting scheme are related to the size of the velocity
index and the uniformity index. In order to calculate them, the entropy weight method
is used to calculate the combined weight of the velocity index and uniformity index. The
evaluation index matrix X can be generated by integrating several methods of the speed
and uniformity index:

X= (xij)m×n =


x11 x12 · · · x1n
x21 x22 · · · x2n

...
... · · ·

...
xm1 xm2 · · · xmn

 (3)

where xij is the evaluation indicator j for the i evaluation object; m is the evaluation object;
n is the evaluating index.

Because the two types of indicators involve different contents, it is necessary to
homogenize the original data. The results are obtained by Equations (4)–(7):

A = max(x1j, x2j, · · · , xmj) (4)

B = min(x1j, x2j, · · · , xmj) (5)

y+
ij
=

xij − B
A− B

(6)

y−
ij
=

A− xij

A− B
(7)

The larger value of the positive index y+
ij

, the better the normalization effect is. The
smaller value of the inverse index y−

ij
, the better the normalization effect is. Due to the dif-

ferent dimensions between the indicators, the data after assimilation need to be normalized
as follows [21]:

Pij =
yij

∑m
i=1 yij

± =


P11 P12 · · · P1n
P21 P22 · · · P2n

...
... · · ·

...
Pm1 Pm2 · · · Pmn

 (8)

where Pij is the proportion of the i evaluation object in the j index; m is the evaluation
object; n is the evaluation index.

The entropy value Ej of each index can be obtained via Equation (9):

Ej = −
∑m

i=1 Pij ln Pij

ln m
(9)

Therefore, entropy weight Wj is:

Wj =
1− Ej

∑n
j=1 1− Ej

(10)
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After the entropy weights of the speed index and the uniformity index are obtained
by Equations (8)–(10), they are substituted into the TOPSIS method for multi-index compre-
hensive evaluation. First, the original data is normalized to obtain the matrix Cij, and then
the weighted matrix Zij is constructed:

Cij =
xij√

∑m
i=1 (xij)

2
(11)

Zij = CijWj (12)

where Zij is the multiplication of Cij and weight Wj; positive ideal value D+ and negative
ideal value D− based on weighted matrix Zij are as follows:

D+ = {max
∣∣Zi1, Zi2, · · · , Zin}, i = 1, 2 · · ·m (13)

D− = {min
∣∣Zi1, Zi2, · · · , Zin}, i = 1, 2 · · ·m (14)

Then, the positive Euclidean distance and negative Euclidean distance of each index
are calculated. The formula is as follows:

Di
+ =

√
∑n

j=1 (Zij − D+)2 (15)

Di
− =

√
∑n

j=1 (Zij − D−)2 (16)

Finally, the ideal point distance Ci is calculated by Equation (17). Then, the tank
circulation mode is evaluated and classified according to Ci. Because the velocity index and
uniformity index are positive, the smaller the ideal point distance Ci, the better the inert
gas flow in the tank is:

Ci =
Di
−

Di
− + Di

+
(17)

3. Experimentation and Methodology

In order to provide the original calculation data for the evaluation method, the
nitrogen-rich gas inerting experiment was designed, The detailed dimensions of the Boeing
747 CWT are obtained by referring to Cavage [22]. The CWT is an asymmetric fuel tank
with a length of 6.15 m, a width of 6.48 m, and a height of 1.98 m to 1.22 m. It has a
nitrogen-rich inlet and two nitrogen-rich outlets. The interior is composed of six bays,
and the connection and size between each bay are different. The details are shown in
Figure 1a. In order to simulate the distribution of inert gases in the Boeing 747 CWT, a scale
CWT model was constructed using plywood according to the drawings in the National
Transportation Safety Board (NTSB). In the report, the scale modeling of the 747-100 CWT is
described in detail [23]. The tank length ratio is 10%. There are holes between the partitions
of the tank model to allow the free flow of nitrogen-rich gas. Each spanwise beam and
some ribs are also scaled in the same proportion, and all penetration holes are merged into
the geometric center of the plane and scaled according to the relative area. Each bay of the
tank has a gas sampling port at the top of the geometric center. In order to prevent leakage
of the petrol tank model and ensure its air tightness, glue and tape are used to seal the
model. The battery oxygen sensor is used to measure the change in oxygen concentration
and transmit data to the data recorder.
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Figure 1. Optimization scheme of inlet and outlet positions for inerting system.(a) Original scheme;
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Therefore, when designing the inerting system, the length of the flow channel should
be increased as much as possible to prolong the residence time of the nitrogen-rich gas in
the fuel tank and enhance the inerting effect. According to the above principle, five new
inerting schemes are designed by changing the gas inlet and outlet positions of the fuel
tank, as show in Figure 1.

Six experiments were carried out according to the six designed inerting schemes. The
installation of the experimental equipment is shown in Figure 2. Before the experiment, the
tank was made according to the inerting scheme, then all the equipment was connected,
and finally the air tightness of the pipeline interface and the tank model was checked.
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After all devices are connected, the power supply is first connected to turn on the
compressor and the nitrogen generator. Then, the stop valve between the nitrogen generator
and the external environment is opened to pre-inert the nitrogen generator. When the
oxygen concentration sensor connected to the exhaust pipe of the nitrogen generator detects
that the oxygen concentration drops to 5%, the pre-inerting process is completed. Next,
the stop valve connected to the external environment is closed, the stop valve connected
to the tank model is opened, and the flow valve to control the nitrogen-rich gas flow into
the tank model is adjusted. At this time, the data recorder begins to record the output data
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and inerting time of the oxygen concentration sensors in the six bays. Finally, when the
oxygen concentration in all bays is lower than 9%, the inerting is stopped, the compressor,
the nitrogen generator and the stop valve connected to the tank model are closed, the stop
valve connected to the external environment is opened, and the experimental process of
the scheme is completed. The fuel tank inerting experiment diagram is shown in Figure 3.
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Only one inerting scheme will be implemented in each experimental operation. There-
fore, in order to eliminate the effects of the previous experiment, it is necessary to ventilate
the tank model before implementing another scheme. After all the inerting schemes are
tested, the device power supply is turned off, and the data collected by the data recorder
instrument is sorted. During the experiments, the monitoring data using the oxygen
concentration sensor will be captured and stored in the computer using a data logger
and software.

In order to facilitate the verification of the variation of oxygen concentration in the
inerting flow field of multi-bay fuel tanks, this paper adds equipment such as fans, smoke
boxes, and cameras to conduct smoke visualization experiments on the optimization scheme
and the original scheme. Figure 3 shows the attachment of the experimental equipment.
In the experiment, the smoke cake with moderate smoke volume and obvious display
was placed in the smoke box as the smoke generation material, and then the inlet of the
fan, smoke box, and fuel tank model was connected through the vent pipe, where the
vent pipe was equipped with a stop valve. The fuel tank model outlet is connected to the
outdoor environment through a vent duct. Since the smoke is white, black paper is glued
to the bottom of the petrol tank model to make the image more easily collected by the
camera. Finally, the camera is used to capture the smoke flow process in two different fuel
tank models.

After the device is connected, the smoke cake is ignited. The fan is opened when the
smoke flow is stable, and the speed control knob of the fan is adjusted to achieve various
wind speeds. Then, the stop valve connecting the fuel tank model is opened, and the smoke
enters the fuel tank model with the air flow. At this time, the smoke flow trajectory is
captured by the camera. The experiment starts from the fan work, and the continuous
shooting interval of the camera is 15 s. The total shooting time of the camera is consistent
with the burning time of the smoke cake, which is about 2 min. After completing an
experiment, the smoke cake in the smoke box needs to be cleaned, and the remaining
smoke in the pipe and tank model needs to be blown away by the fan. Next, the experiment
of the next scheme is carried out according to the above steps. After the test of all schemes is
completed, the fan and the stop valve connecting the fuel tank model are closed, the smoke
cake in the smoke box is removed, and the image recorded by the camera is obtained.

During the experiment, due to the accuracy of the measuring equipment, human error,
test time, and other factors, the experimental data collection may be inaccurate. By referring
to the equipment uncertainty analysis in the relevant literature, all the measuring devices
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used in the experiment were calibrated [24]. Table 1 shows the uncertainty analysis results
of various parameters considered in this study.

Table 1. Uncertainty value of various parameters.

Measured Quantity Uncertainty/%

Nitrogen purity ±1
Oxygen concentration ±1

Flowmeter ±1.5
Data recorder readings ±2

Fan speed ±5

4. Results and Discussions

The initial oxygen concentration of the above schemes is set to 21%, and the real-time
oxygen concentration change data of the six schemes are obtained through experiments, as
shown in Figure 4.

In order to summarize the change in oxygen concentration in the figure, the original
data are normalized, and the velocity index and uniformity index of the six schemes are
obtained. The results are shown in Tables 2 and 3.
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Table 2. Speed index of each scheme.

Scheme Bay1/s Bay2/s Bay3/s Bay4/s Bay5/s Bay6/s

original scheme 1340 727 173 408 747 790
1 1277 631 795 956 349 849
2 1224 567 280 731 886 1014
3 1056 771 481 751 210 452
4 1331 732 464 754 204 462
5 1470 890 461 590 203 445

Table 3. Uniformity index of each scheme.

Scheme Bay1
/10−3

Bay2
/10−3

Bay3
/10−3

Bay4
/10−3

Bay5
/10−3

Bay6
/10−3

original scheme 4.683 5.432 0.004 0.597 3.191 3.134
1 4.267 4.049 3.983 3.961 0.795 7.025
2 6.589 3.303 0.251 5.717 4.007 5.221
3 2.458 6.121 0.775 4.475 0.015 1.24
4 5.182 4.245 0.856 4.561 0.018 1.264
5 4.847 4.784 0.666 1.287 0.018 0.978

As shown in Tables 3 and 4, we can find the following phenomena by comparing
different experimental schemes. In scheme 1, compared with the original scheme, the gas
inlet is farther away from bay 3, which reduces the decline rate of oxygen concentration,
and the velocity index decreased by 398 s. In addition, bay 5 is the gas outlet, which makes
the concentration decrease faster, and the velocity index increases by 622 s. In scheme
2, the uniformity index of the compartment is larger than that of other schemes, and the
average value is 4.181 × 10−3. The far distribution between the gas outlets may be the
cause of this phenomenon. In scheme 3, there is only one air inlet, which makes the oxygen
concentration of bay 5 decrease the fastest among all bays, and the velocity index is 210 s. Its
uniformity index reaches the minimum value of 0.015 × 10−3 in all schemes. In scheme 4,
compared with scheme 3, an air inlet is added at bay 2. This led to a decrease in its velocity
index by 39 s and a decrease in the uniformity index by 1.876 × 10−3. Increasing the gas
inlet will accelerate the rate of change in oxygen concentration, and it will also reduce the
oxygen concentration of the bay. In scheme 5 and scheme 4, the oxygen concentration
velocity index and uniformity index of bay 3, bay 5, and bay 6 are close. This may mean
that when the position of the gas outlet does not change much, the bay near the gas inlet
can remain stable.
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Table 4. Entropy value and entropy weight of each index.

Index Entropy
Value ej

Entropy
Weight wj

Index Entropy
Value ej

Entropy
Weight wj

Bay 1 velocity 0.997 0.002 Bay 1 uniformity 0.979 0.016
Bay 2 velocity 0.994 0.005 Bay 2 uniformity 0.989 0.009
Bay 3 velocity 0.944 0.043 Bay 3 uniformity 0.660 0.263
Bay 4 velocity 0.982 0.014 Bay 4 uniformity 0.901 0.077
Bay 5 velocity 0.889 0.086 Bay 5 uniformity 0.548 0.350
Bay 6 velocity 0.968 0.025 Bay 6 uniformity 0.857 0.111

The evaluation index matrix X of the six schemes is generated by combining the data
in Tables 2 and 3, and then the entropy value and entropy weight of each index can be
calculated by Equations (4)–(10). The results are shown in Table 4. Finally, based on the data
in Table 4, the comprehensive evaluation results can be obtained by Equations (11)–(17), as
shown in Table 5.

Table 5. Comprehensive evaluation results.

Scheme Di
+ Di

− Ci Ranking

original scheme 0.263 0.219 0.454 4
1 0.220 0.267 0.547 6
2 0.235 0.282 0.545 5
3 0.346 0.059 0.145 2
4 0.343 0.063 0.156 3
5 0.352 0.043 0.109 1

In Table 4, the entropy weight of the velocity index and the entropy weight of the
uniformity index of the compartment are given. After observing the data in the table, it can
be found that there is a huge gap in the entropy weight of the speed index between bay 1
and bay 5. The reason for this phenomenon may be due to the large volume of bay 1, which
is more than twice that of bay 5. In addition, in most schemes, the direct connection of the
air inlet to bay 5 is also an important reason. According to the evaluation results in Table 5,
the order of inerting performance is as follows: scheme 5 > scheme 3 > scheme 4 > original
scheme > scheme 2 > scheme 1. The relative proximity of the original scheme is 0.454,
ranking fourth. The relative closeness of the optimal solution scheme 5 is 0.109, ranking
first. The reason for this is that the longer flow channel of scheme 5 allows the nitrogen-rich
gas to stay in the fuel tank for a longer time and provides more air replacement. In addition,
it can be seen from Table 6 that, compared with the original scheme, the average speed
index has increased by 3.01%, and the average uniformity index has increased by 26.18%;
the average speed and uniformity indexes are calculated by comparing the averages of
Tables 2 and 3, indicating that scheme 5 not only reduces the demand for inerting gas flow,
but also makes the oxygen concentration distribution more uniform.

Table 6. Performance increase.

Scheme Average Speed Index
Increasing Rate/%

Average Uniformity Index
Increasing Rate/%

1 –16.06 –41.31
2 –12.35 –47.22
3 11.09 11.48
4 5.69 5.37
5 3.01 26.18

In order to verify the inerting effect of the optimized scheme 5, the smoke visualization
experiment was carried out by simulating the real external environment, and then the air
flow changes in each bay during the experiment were observed. In the experiment, after
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shooting with the camera for 2 min, the airflow photos of scheme 5 are compared with the
original scheme, as shown in Figure 5. By comparing the flue gas distribution in the two
schemes, it can be seen that the flue gas in the bay of scheme 5 is denser and richer, which
indicates that the inerting speed of scheme 5 is faster and more uniform. By comparing
the flue gas distribution of the two methods at the same time, it is clear that the smoke in
the bay of scheme 5 is denser and richer, indicating that scheme 5’s inerting speed is both
faster and more uniform. By comparing the flue gas distribution in the two schemes, it
can be seen that the flue gas in the bay of scheme 5 is denser and richer, which indicates
that the inerting speed of scheme 5 is faster and more uniform. The flue gas concentration
of the original scheme is not high, which is more obvious in bay 1, which is difficult to
inert. As shown in Figure 5c, the flue gas distribution in the upper left corner is sparse.
However, compared with the original scheme, the smoke distribution concentration in bay
1 in scheme 5 is higher and more uniform, as shown in Figure 5f.
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The flow process of smoke indicates that the smoke mainly diffuses along the con-
nection path between the gas inlet and the gas outlet. On the other hand, by observing
Figure 5b,e, it can be found that the smoke of scheme 5 is denser and more average when
it is finally stable, but the original scheme seems to diffuse faster in different bays during
the diffusion process. This may be due to the shorter distance between the gas inlet and
the gas outlet in the original scheme. In summary, in the process of fuel tank design, the
gas inlet and the gas outlet of the fuel tank should be diagonally designed to improve the
inerting speed, and the distance between the two should also be considered to improve the
inerting effect.

In the field of fuel tank inerting, many people have conducted a lot of work, such as
Cavage [24], who designed a multi-compartment inert gas distribution model; Feng [8]
constructed the empty cabin flushing model of the central wing tank; Burns established the
‘worst cabin‘ inert gas distribution scheme; Wu [10] designed a multi-compartment fuel tank
inerting model. However, most of these studies are evaluated based on a single average
oxygen concentration, which means that the evaluation results can only be applied to the
overall assessment, and the changes in details (such as uniformity of oxygen concentration)
cannot be reflected. In view of these limitations, we use the speed index and the uniformity
index to evaluate the effect of the scheme. By summarizing the experimental results, scheme
5 can be determined as a better inerting scheme. Compared with the original scheme, the
smoke distribution effect of scheme 5 is improved, and the inerting effect is optimized.
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In fact, there may be more schemes for the inlet and outlet, so scheme 5 may be
not the best, but it may be relatively better. The impact of samples on entropy weight
is actually a universal problem [25,26]; Bao et al. [27] found that under different sample
conditions, the entropy weight method cannot accurately reflect the information content
and discriminability of indexes. Sahoo et al. [28] and Yang et al. [29] assigned weights
according to the discriminating degree of indicators: the results showed that a higher
discrete degree corresponds to a larger weight requirement. The impact of samples on
entropy weight really requires further research.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, a TOPSIS method suitable for the inerting system of irregular fuel tanks
is established. The inerting scheme of the Boeing 747 center wing fuel tank is designed
and comprehensively evaluated with the TOPSIS method, and the optimal design of the
inerting scheme is realized.

The position of the inlet and outlet has a significant effect on the overall inerting
effect of the fuel tank under the same working conditions. The optimized inerting scheme
is superior to the original design in terms of inerting speed and uniformity of oxygen
concentration distribution in the gas phase space.

The optimization inerting scheme of the Boeing 747 aircraft has improved the speed
index by 3.01% and the uniformity index by 26.18%.

The optimization of inert gas distribution in multi-compartment fuel tanks provides a
new inerting optimization method for the B747 CWT. Compared with the traditional fuel
tank inerting scheme, inert gas distribution is more uniform, and the inerting effect is better.
The conclusions can provide theoretical support for the optimal design of the fuel tank
inerting schemes. In future work, we will further study the influence of the distribution of
compartments in the fuel tank on the inerting effect.
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